BIRD® 2.1 SYSTEM Specification sheet

Designation: Bird Pack 2.1 Black - Bird Pack 2.1 White / Reference: Black E0310 - White E0309

A true, ultra-compact audio system, this system 2.1 connects to classic audio/video sources (Blu-Ray, CD, DVD...) as well as the most recent ones thanks to wireless transmission from iPod®, iPhone®, iPad® or a computer. The Bird system is a bold statement of compact and designer quality HiFi, as it is very easy to install and user-friendly, and can produce totally stunning sound in rooms of 60m² and more.

• 1 Power Bird subwoofer/amplifier
• 2 Bird loudspeakers
• Remote control
• 2 stands "Cocotte" type and 2 stands "Tulipe" type for Bird
• Polyflex wall-fixing system for Power Bird
• 2 x 2.5m cables for loudspeakers
• Grille for hidden cables

Options
• Wireless iTransmitter for iPod/iPhone/iPad
• Wireless USB Transmitter for Mac and PC
• Wireless iDock Transmitter and charger for iPod/iPhone/iPad
• Floor stand for Bird
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The 2.1 Bird system needs no configuration or set-up as it will play right out of the box (cable and mounting accessories supplied). The audio/video sources can be connected to the TV set and the sound is then redirected towards the Power Bird. In this installation, you will hear the signal that corresponds to the image on the screen. Audio sources can also be directly connected to the Power Bird and there is no need to consult the screen.

The iTransmitter can be connected to an iPod/iPhone or iPad to benefit from a wireless transmission quality in CD format WAV or AIFF type. All other formats accepted by Apple® devices (mp3, AAC) are also supported as well as web radio, games or any other applications. No preparation, no handling necessary, simply connect and it instantly plays.

The USB Transmitter allows a computer to wirelessly connect to the Power Bird and transforms it into an audio server. The USB Transmitter is compatible with all audio formats up to 16 bits/44.1kHz (CD format), with all players and even Web radio.

The iDock Transmitter integrates a transmitter in its base to charge the device’s battery while it also transfers music without cables.